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On the Mathematical Description
and Simulation of Turbulent Flow
in a Porous Medium Formed by
an Array of Elliptic Rods
Many engineering and environmental system analyses can benefit from appropriate
eling of turbulent flow in porous media. Through the volumetric averaging of the mi
scopic transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and its dissipation rat«,
a macroscopic model was proposed for such media (IJHMT, 44(6), 1081-1093, 200
that initial work, the medium was simulated as an infinite array of cylindrical rods. As
outcome of the volume averaging process, additional terms appeared in the equatio
k and«. These terms were here adjusted assuming now the porous structure to be m
as an array of elliptic rods instead. Such an adjustment was obtained by numeri
solving the microscopic flow governing equations, using a low Reynolds formulatio
the periodic cell composing the medium. Different porosity and Reynolds numbers
investigated. The fine turbulence structure of the flow was computed and integral pa
eters were presented. The adjusted model constant was compared to similar resu
square and cylindrical rods. It is expected that the contribution herein provide s
insight to modelers devoted to the analysis of engineering and a environmental sy
characterized by a porous structure saturated by a fluid flowing in turbulent reg
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1413244#
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Introduction
A number of natural and engineering systems can be chara

ized by some sort of porous structure through which a work
fluid permeates. Turbulent boundary layer over tropical fore
and spreading of chemical contaminants through underground
ter reservoirs are examples of important environmental flo
which can benefit form appropriate mathematical treatment. A
fluidized bed combustors and chemical catalytic reactors are
jected to pressure loss variation due to changes in the flow reg
inside the pores. In petroleum extraction, the flow accelerates
ward the pumping well while crossing regions of variable por
ity. Turbulent regime eventually occurs, affecting overall press
drop and well performance. In all cases, better understandin
turbulence through adequate modeling can more realistic
simulate real-world environmental and engineering flows.

Classical theory when the pore Reynolds number Rep is less
than about 150 is based on the concept of a Representativ
ementary Volume - REV~Darcy @1#, Forchheimer@2#, Brinkman
@3#, Ward@4#, Whitaker@5#, Bear@6#, Vafai and Tien@7#, Whitaker
@8#. For high Reynolds number (Rep.300), turbulence occurs
within the pores~Prausnitz and Wilhelm@9#, Mickley et al. @10#
and, as such, a turbulence model is necessary in order to clos
mathematical problem. For that purpose, models following
space-timeintegration sequence~Lee and Howell@11#, Wang and
Takle @12#, Antohe and Lage@13#, Getachew et al.@14#, andtime-
spaceaveraging of governing equations~Masuoka and Takatsu
@15#, Kuwahara et al.@16#, Kuwahara and Nakayama@17#,
Takatsu and Masuoka@18#, Nakayama and Kuwahara,@19#! have
been proposed. Also suggested are morphology-oriented mo
which follow the time-spacesequence and are based on the V
ume Average Theory~Travkin and Catton@20#, Travkin et al.@21#,
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Gratton et al.@22#, Travkin and Catton@23#, Travkin and Catton
@24#, Travkin et al.@25#!. All of these different approaches lead t
different sets of governing equations and, consequently, to m
debate in the literature.

Another route closer to the time-space methodology was
suggested by Pedras and de Lemos@26# prior to the proposition of
the double-decompositionconcept~Pedras and de Lemos@27–
29#!. This idea unveiled the connection between the space-t
and time-space models. The development of this concept w
step before detailed numerical solution of the flow equations w
carried out in order to establish a working version of the mo
~de Lemos and Pedras@30#, Pedras and de Lemos@31#!. Compu-
tations in a spatially periodic array of cylindrical rods using t
high Rek-« closure~Rocamora and de Lemos@32#! as well as the
Low Reynolds model~Pedras and de Lemos@33,34#! were used to
calibrate the introduced model constant. Heat transfer~Rocamora
and de Lemos@35,36,37#! and hybrid computational domain
~clear fluid-porous medium! have been also considered~de Lemos
and Pedras@38#!. Nonisothermal recirculating flows in channe
past a porous obstacle~Rocamora and de Lemos@39,40#! and
through a porous insert have been calculated~Rocamora and de
Lemos @41#! using the work described in Pedras and de Lem
@31#.

These two different procedures, namelyspace-timeand time-
spaceintegration sequences, have raised interesting discussio
the literature about the proper characterization of the flow. M
information on the turbulence structure under the microsco
point of view may contribute for elucidating some of the fund
mental questions still pending on macroscopic modeling. One
the possibilities to gather such information is to model the top
ogy of the porous structure and resolve the microscopic fl
equation within the liquid phase. This treatment reveals the
croscopic flow and was used by Kuwahara et al.@16#, who
adopted a spatially periodic array of square rods and by Pe
and de Lemos@34#, who used cylindrical rods instead. A discu

n
r: L.
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sion on the relationship between the macroscopic and microsc
treatments is found in Pedras and de Lemos@42#.

Considering available experimental work reporting the ex
tence of turbulence in such media~Macdonald et al.@43#, Kece-
ciooglu and Jiang@44#, de Lemos and Pedras@30#, and Pedras and
de Lemos@31#, proposed a macroscopic turbulence model throu
the volumetric averaging of the microscopick-« equations. This
macroscopic model, in contrast with the microscopick-« equa-
tions, presents two extra terms that represent extra trans
production of turbulence energy due to the presence of the s
material inside the integrated volume.

The aim of the present contribution is to adjust these new te
by numerically solving the flow field within a spatially period
array of elliptic rods. Both low and high Rek-« models are em-
ployed. Additional constants are determined and, with the ma
scopic turbulence model so adjusted, the turbulence kinetic en
and its dissipation rate are compared with existing macrosc
flow solutions presented in the literature.

Microscopic Versus Macroscopic Turbulence
In a recent review, Lage@44#, points out a distinction betwee

macroscopicandmicroscopicturbulence within a porous medium
Microscopicturbulence was understood as the fluid regime ex
ing within the pore whereasmacroscopicturbulence would be the
result of volume-averaging the instantaneous signal of probes
tinctly located inside a REV. A more quantitative description
macroscopicturbulence has been proposed by Pedras and de
mos @29#, who suggested the existence of two macroscopic
defined turbulence kinetic energy. The first one was formed
time-averaging the fluctuating volume-averaged velocity,km

5^u8& i
•^u8& i /2, and the second one by taking the volume integ

tion, within the fluid phase in a REV, of the locally defined tu
bulence kinetic energyk5u8"u8/2. The result is then^k& i

5^u8•u8& i /2. Also, a connection betweenkm and ^k& i was first
shown by Pedras and de Lemos@29#, by means of the double
decomposition concept therein proposed.

The behavior of̂ k& i as a function of porosityf was numeri-
cally computed by Pedras and de Lemos@34#. In that work, the
porous medium was simulated by an infinite array of circular c
inders. The compute values for^k& i indicated that for the same
Darcy velocity, or say, same volumetric mass flow rate throu
the bed, the overall integrated turbulence level increases with
reduction of the medium porosity~larger rod diameter!. A faster
fluid running through a narrower space displays steeper velo
gradients throughout the domain. Those gradients, in turn, dic
the rate at which mean flow mechanical energy is transformed
turbulence energy. Consequently, production rates ofk were
higher implying in higher values of̂k& i for lower porosity.

Macroscopic Equations and Numerics
Macroscopic equations for the flow turbulent kinetic ener

following both space-timeand time-spaceintegration of local in-
stantaneous equations, have been compared in de Lemos an
dras@46,47#. For that, their derivation will not be repeated her
There, a general classification of models presented so far in
literature was also included. Further, de Lemos and Pedras@30#,
and Pedras and de Lemos@31# have applied the volume-averagin
operator to the microscopick-« equations and proposed the fo
lowing macroscopick-« equations:

rF ]

]t
~f^k& i !1¹•~ ūD^k& i !G
5¹•F S m1

m tf

sk
D ¹~f^k& i !G

2r^u8u8& i :“ūD1ckrf
^k& i uūDu

AK
2rf^«& i (1)
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rF ]

]t
~f^«& i !1¹•~ ūD^«& i !G
5¹•F S m1

m tf

s«

D ¹~f^«& i !G
1c1«~2r^u8u8& i :“ūD!

^«& i

^k& i

1c2«rfH ck

^«& i uūDu

AK
2

^«& i 2

^k& i J (2)

with,

2rf^u8u8& i5m tf
2^D̄&v2

2

3
fr^k& i I (3)

m tf
5rcm

^k& i 2

^«& i
(4)

whereck , c1« , c2« , andcm are nondimensional constants.
For macroscopic fully developed uni-dimensional flow in is

tropic and homogeneous media, the limiting values for^k& i and
^«& i are given bykf and«f , respectively. In this limiting condi-
tion, Eqs.~1! and ~2! reduce to:

^«& i5«f5ck

kfuūDu

AK

^«& i 2

^k& i
5ck

«fuūDu

AK
6 ⇒^k& i5kf (5)

or in the following dimensionless form,

«fAK

uūDu3
5ck

kf

uūDu2 (6)

The coefficientck was adjusted in this limiting condition and fo
the spatially periodic cell shown in Fig. 1. This geometry rep
sents a model for the fine porous structure. The flow was assu
to enter through the left aperture so that symmetric and perio
boundary conditions were applied. Values ofkf and«f were ob-
tained by integrating the microscopic flow field for Reynol
number, ReH5u^ū&vuH/v, from 104 to 106. The porosity, given by
f512abp/H2, was varied from 0.53 to 0.85.

In the numeric model, the following microscopic transpo
equations were used where barred quantities represent t
averaged components and primes indicate turbulent fluctuatio
Continuity equation

¹•ū50 (7)

Fig. 1 Periodic cell and elliptically generated grid „aÕbÄ5Õ3…
Transactions of the ASME
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¹•~rūū!52¹ p̄1¹•$m@¹ū1~¹ū!T#5ru8u8% (8)

k equation

¹•~rūk!5¹•F S m1
mk

sk
D¹kG2ru8u8:¹ū2r« (9)

« equation

¹•~rū«!5¹•F S m1
m t

s«
D¹«G1@C1~2ru8u8:¹ū!2C2f 2r«#

«

k
(10)

Also, the Boussinesq’s concept for Reynolds stresses is given

2ru8u85m t@¹ū1~¹ū!T#2
2

3
rkI (11)

where the turbulent viscosity is

m t5rCm f m

k

«
(12)

In the above equation setsk , s« , C1 , C2 , andCm are dimen-
sionless constants whereasf 2 and f m are damping functions.

The use, in this work, of the low and high Rek-« models is
justified by the fact that the turbulent flow in porous media occ
for Reynolds numbers~based on the pore! relatively low. To ac-
count for the low Reynolds effects, the following damping fun
tions were adopted~Abe et al.@48#!.

f 25H 12expF2
~v«!0.25n

3.1v G J 2H 120.3 expF2S ~k2/v«!

6.5 D 2G J
(13)

f m5H 12expF2
~v«!0.25n

14v G J 2

3H 11
5

~k2/v«!0.75
expF2S ~k2/v«!

200 D 2G J (14)

wheren is the coordinate normal to the wall. The model consta
are given as follows,

Cm50.09, C151.5, C251.9, sk51.4, s«51.3.
(15)

For the high Re model it was used the standard constants of L
der and Spalding@49#.

With the assumption of macroscopic fully developed u
dimensional flow, the following boundary conditions for the pe
odic cell ~Fig. 1! were adopted:

at the walls, ū50, k50 and «5v
]2k

]n2
, (16)

on x50 andx52H ~periodic boundaries!,

ūux505ūux52H , v̄ux505 v̄ux52H , (17)

kux505kux52H , «ux505«ux52H , (18)

on y50 andy5H/2 ~symmetry planes!,

]ū

]y
5

] v̄
]y

5
]k

]y
5

]«

]y
50. (19)

whereū and v̄ are components ofū.
The governing equations were discretized using the finite v

ume procedure~Patankar@50#!. The SIMPLE algorithm for the
pressure-velocity coupling was adopted to correct both the p
sure and the velocity fields. Process starts with the solution of
two momentum equations. Then the velocity field is adjusted
order to satisfy the continuity principle. This adjustment if o
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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tained by solving the pressure correction equation. After that,
turbulence model equations are relaxed to update thek and «
fields. This iteration sequence is repeated until convergenc
achieved. Details on the numerical discretization can be foun
Rocamora and de Lemos@32# and in Pedras and de Lemos@34#.

For the low Re model, the node adjacent to the wall requi
that utn/v<1. To accomplish this requirement, the grid needs
great number of points close to the wall leading to computatio
meshes of large sizes. In order to minimize this problem, all c
culations were made in half of the periodic cell (2H3H/2) and
according to the boundary condition Eq.~19!. The use of the
symmetry boundary condition reduces the grid to 3003100 nodes.

Fig. 2 Microscopic velocity field „ReHÄ1.67Ã105
…: a… fÄ0.53,

b… fÄ0.70 e c… fÄ0.85

Table 1 Summary of the integrated results
DECEMBER 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 943
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A highly nonuniform grid arrangement was employed with co
centration of nodes close to the wall. All calculations were e
ecuted using an IBM SP2 computer.

Results and Discussion
A total of eighteen runs were carried out being six for lamin

flow, six with the low Re model and six using the high Re theo
Table 1 summarizes the integrated results~volumetric averaging
over the periodic cell! obtained for turbulent flow~Pedras and de
Lemos@51#, Pedras and de Lemos@52#. The medium permeability
was calculated using the procedure adopted by Kuwahara e
@16#.

Figure 2 presents velocity fields for ReH51.673105 ~low Re
model! andf50.53. It is observed that the flow accelerates in t
upper and lower passages around the ellipse and separates
back. As porosity decreases maintaining ReH constant, or say, re-
ducing the flow passage and increasing the local fluid speed,
integrated turbulence kinetic energy,^k&8, increases~see Table 1!.
In other words, for a fixed mass flow rate through the bed
decrease in porosity implies in accentuated velocity gradie
which, in turn, result in larger production rates ofk due to steep
velocity gradients within the fluid. Furthermore, the increment
the fluid momentum close to the walls as porosity is reduced,
the sameu^ū&vu, reduces also the size of the recirculating bubb
behind the elliptic rod. This effect was verified by Pedras and
Lemos @34# for an array of cylindrical rods and by Kuwahar

Fig. 3 Microscopic pressure field „ReHÄ1.67Ã105
…:

a… fÄ0.53, b… fÄ0.70 e c… fÄ0.85
944 Õ Vol. 123, DECEMBER 2001
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et al.@16#, for an array of square cylinders. For the geometry he
investigated, reduction of the wake region in Fig. 2 is more dif
cult to be visualized due the streamlined flow pattern around
lipses. Nevertheless, numerical values for^k& i shown in Table 1
indicate a similar trend for̂k& i as a function off as in the other
two arrangements used for comparison.

Remainder fields for pressure,k and«, are shown in Figs. 3, 4,
and 5, respectively. It is verified that the pressure increases a
front of the ellipse and decreases at the upper and lower faces.
turbulence kinetic energy is high at the front, on the top and bel
the bottom of the ellipse. The dissipation rate ofk presents a
behavior similar to the turbulence kinetic energy.

It is also interesting to point out that for the samef and ReH the
integrated values shown in Table 1 for^k& i are lower than those
obtained for square~Nakayama and Kuwahara@19#! and for cy-
lindrical rods~Pedras and de Lemos@34#!. Apparently, smoother
passages in between elliptic rods contributes for reducing sud
flow acceleration within the flow, reducing then overall veloci
gradients and, consequently, lowering production rates^k& i .

Pressure Gradient and Constantck for Elliptic Rods
The macroscopic pressure gradient based on the intrinsic p

sure is obtained with the help of the following equations:

Fig. 4 Microscopic fields for k „ReHÄ1.67Ã105
…: a… fÄ0.53,

b… fÄ0.70 e c… fÄ0.85
Transactions of the ASME
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Results for the nondimensional pressure gradient versusH
are presented in Fig. 6, in addition to data from Kuwahara et
@17# and Pedras and de Lemos@31#, for square and cylindrical
rods, respectively. Pressure gradient for elliptic rods fall low
than for square and cylindrical rods, as expected, since press
losses over streamlined bodies are lower than those for flo
where a wake region is of a larger size.

Also, for the same porosity and Reynolds number, the valu
for the intrinsic turbulent kinetic energy,^k& i in Table 1 are lower
than those obtained for square cylinders~Nakayama and Kuwa-
hara@19#! and for circular rods~Pedras and de Lemos@34#!. This
result could be explained by recalling that, within voids formed
between the ellipses, the fluid accelerates less intensively cau
lower velocity gradients and, consequently, lower production ra
of k.

Once the intrinsic values ofkf and«f were obtained, they were
plugged into Eq.~6!. The value ofck equal to 0.28 was found by
noting the collapse of all data into the straight line shown in F
7. The figure also shows data of Pedras and de Lemos@31#, and
Nakayama and Kuwahara@19# for cylindrical and square rods,
respectively.

Fig. 5 Microscopic field for « „ReHÄ1.67Ã105
…: a… fÄ0.53, b…

fÄ0.70 e c… fÄ0.85
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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Macroscopic Model Results
With the numerical evaluation ofck , calculations using the

macroscopic turbulence model above can be performed. A
case consisting in simulating the flow through a porous bed
length 10H, starting with a preselected initial conditions great
than the final asymptotic values, is now carried out. Similar t
results were reported by Pedras and de Lemos@31#, and Na-
kayama and Kuwahara@19#, being the values at entrance^k& i

510kf and ^«& i530«f . Figures 8 and 9 show results for^k& i

and ^«& i along the flow. Calculations are compared with simil

Fig. 6 Effect of Reynolds number, Re H , on nondimensional
pressure gradient

Fig. 7 Determination of value for c k using data for different
porous media, porosity and Reynolds number

Fig. 8 Development of nondimensional turbulence kinetic
energy
DECEMBER 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 945
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results of Nakayama and Kuwahara@19#, for an array of square
rods and with computations of Pedras and de Lemos@31# for a bed
of circular cylinders. Is interesting to note that, in spite of diffe
ences on the shape of the rods, the axial decay is nearly the
in all cases indicating the coherence of the results herein w
previous data published in the literature.

Concluding Remarks
This paper presented the views in the literature for characte

ing turbulent flow in porous media. The equations for the flo
turbulent kinetic energy were presented. A macroscopic tur
lence model was adjusted for an infinite porous medium form
by spatially periodic array of elliptic rods. This adjustment w
carried out by the solution of the microscopic flow field within th
volume occupied by the fluid. After that, integrated flow prop
ties were computed and the proposed model constant was d
mined. Then, the macroscopic model was tested comparing
numerical results of the flow in the entrance region of homo
neous isotropic porous medium with available similar results
the recent literature. Good agreement with published data
observed.
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